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This session is the second part of the short course given in session E4. This second part will illustrate 
how low power intentional EM interferences can be employed to perform cyber-attacks. Different 
types of EM interferences will be considered and the impact of such interferences will be detailed in 
considering Wi-Fi communications (IEEE 802.11n). A short background will be given about Orthogonal 
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) signals in order to understand how certain parameters of 
the interference EM signal can act on the degradation of the communication. We will illustrate the 
impact of the EM interference characteristics by comparing the performance of the communication in 
term of bit rate measurements. 
We will also highlight the impact of the signal processing performed at the reception stage of the 
communication systems, by reproducing the time-frequency processing performed by OFDM 
receivers on the EM interference signals. 
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